ABSTRACT X-ray mirrors for synchrotron radiation beamlines must have low roughness and small figure errors to preserve source brilliance. Gravitationally-induced slope errors can be particularly detrimental for large vertically-deflecting mirrors on ultra-high brilliance third-generation beamlines. Although mirror support can greatly reduce gravitational distortions, in some cases mirror support can complicate dynamic bending. We discuss techniques for controlling gravitational distortions with particular emphasis on removing gravitational distortions from simple bendable mirrors. We also show that in beamlines with parallel mirrors, gravitation induced slope errors can be canceled through the mirror pair; gravitation induced slope errors of the first mirror can be canceled by matching slope errors with opposite signs on the second minor.
INTRODUCTION
The development of ultra-brilliant third-generation synchrotron sources places extreme demands on the surface roughness and figure error requirements for x-ray mirrors. For example. at third generation storage rings the vertical x-ray divergence has a standard deviation, ',on the order of tens of microradians or less, whereas at second generation sources the vertical x-ray divergence has a ,' on the order of hundreds of microradians. The small vertical divergence of third generation sources places extreme demands on the minor figure and roughness. For example as shown in Fig. I , with a source of 5 prad RMS vertical divergence, the brilliance from a minor begins to seriously degrade when the RMS slope enors exceed 1-2
The requirement of ultra-low-figure-enor x-ray minors is further complicated by the roughly four times larger distances between the source and the first optics of third generation beamlines compared to second generation beamlines; minors for third generation sources must have an order of magnitude lower figure enors than second generation minors to preserve brilliance but must have nearly the same length. One solution, which reduces the need for low-figure-enor minors, is the use of minors which deflect in the plane of the x-ray ring (horizontally). The three times larger horizontal divergence means that the minor figure 
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errors can be about three times larger before beam brilliance is degraded) Also gravitational sag has almost no effect on the mirror figure in the horizontal scattering geometry, and horizontal scattering introduces virtually no beam degradation in the vertical plane. However horizontal deflecting mirrors must also be three times longer than vertical deflecting mirrors which challenges mirror technology for glancing angle mirrors designed to reflect high energy x-rays.
For flat mirrors or for mirrors with fixed radii, distortions introduced by gravitational sag can be greatly reduced by making thick minors and by holding the mirror so as to minimize gravitational distortions. Schemes for making stiff minors and for holding mirrors to reduce gravitational sag have been discussed by Howells and Lunt.2 For an end supported mirror the deflection at the center of the minor is given by,2 -5rnL4
Ly= (1) 32wh3Y
Here Y is the modulus of elasticity, m is the mass-per-unit-length, w is the mirror width, h is the minor thickness and L is the minor length. Minor sag rapidly increases as minor length increases and as minor thickness decreases. As an example consider a 80 mm thick Si minor which is 800 mm long. If the minor is supported on the ends, a flat minor will distort due to gravitation to a shape as illustrated in Fig. 2a . The unacceptably large gravitational distortions can be greatly reduced by supporting the minor at an intermediate position. For example, Howells and Lunt2 have described the performance of a simple minor with different support locations. Minimum slope enors occur for d=IJ'13. Here L is the minor length and d is the distance between the supports. As shown in Fig. 2b , the gravitational slope enors, for the same minor, with optimal support are very small. However the use of support structures away from the ends of the minor can complicate bending mechanisms and may not be acceptable for bendable mirrors.
We discuss means to reduce gravitational sag for bendable mirrors. With bendable minors the thickness of the minor may be limited by materials availability, by the allowable stress limit of the minor material or by the strength of the bending mechanism. 
MINIMIZING GRAViTATION SAG IN BENDABLE MIRRORS Counter bending
As discussed above, the simplist means to reduce gravitational sag in bendable minors is to make stiff minors. For a given material, stiffness increases as the cube of the minor thickness, h3, but bending becomes more difficult. If thickness is limited, the next simplest means to reduce gravitational sag in 158/SPIE Vol. 2856 bendable mirrors is by counter bending the mirror. As shown in Fig. 3a and 3b, counter bending with a cylindrical bending mechanism can remove most ofthe slope errors introduced by gravitational sag. For example with an 800 mm long by 80 mm thick Si or ultra-low-expansion glass (ULE) mirror, the maximum counter-bent slope errors are within 1 prad over a mirror aperture of at least 700 mm. The distribution of slope errors has a standard deviation of less than O.2irad over the central 700 mm of the Si mirror, and less than O.25jtrad over the central 700 mm of the ULE mirror. With a thin mirror however counter bending may not be sufficient. As shown in Fig. 4 , a 800 mm long by 40 mm thick ULE mirror cannot maintain sub-j.trad figure errors through counter bending alone. The distribution ofslopes for the 800 mm long by 40 mm thick ULE mirror has a standard deviation of Iprad over the central 700mm of the mirror. Far worse performance will result from very thin mirrors (e.g. float glass). Spring Support
Another simple way to reduce the gravitational sag distortions is to support the mirror along its length with springs which float the mirror. Even a single centrally located spring can significantly reduce the maximum slope errors. For example as shown in Fig. 5a with a single central spring supporting half the mirror weight, the slope errors are reduced by an order of magnitude. For uniformly distributed springs, best performance occurs when the mirror weight is divided evenly between the springs. If a mirror of weight W is supported by n springs, which evenly divide the mirror into n+1 segments, the springs should apply a force W/(n+1). Multiple springs can be used to further refine the slope can provide some compensation for residual slope errors left from manufacturing. With three springs the maximum slope error is reduced an additional order of magnitude (Fig. 5b) .The maximum deflection of the center of the mirror during bending depends on the mechanism used to bend the mirror and the radius ofcurvature. For a simply supported mirror with a minimum radii of I km and a length of Im, the deflection at the center is -.125 jm. If the springs are designed to achieve the required force with a macroscopic deflection of at least I 0 mm then the total change in the spring applied forces varies less than -1% as the mirror is bent. 
Compensating gravitational sags
In some cases, where matched nondispersive mirror pairs are used, gravitational sag en-or may naturally cancel. For example the two mirrors shown in Fig. 7a naturally cancel their slope errors if they are similarly supported and if they are not too far apart; the first mirrors sag makes it concave with respect to the incident radiation and the second mirrors sag makes it convex. Because each ray strikes the two mirrors at nearly the same position along the mirror(when well aligned), the focusing/defocusing ofthe mirrors nearly cancels out. Complete cancellation is difficult because of the x-ray beam has a small divergence, and because the first mirror introduces a divergence which spreads even a collimated beam before it strikes the second mirror. Excellent cancellation is however possible as shown in Fig. 7b . Here there is a I m separation between the two mirrors but the gravitational sag errors are not exactly canceled because of beam spreading between the two mirrors. This spreading can be contrnlled by collimating the x-ray beam with the first mirror. However even without beam collimation, the cumulative slope errors for two matched mirrors Net Gravitational Slope Errors through matched Mirrors The rough slope results from round offerrors and illustrates the small errors associated with this geometry. A uniform bending moment applied to the second mirror will achieve nearly ideal focusing for modest demagnifications. 
